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“McNair Wilson’s presentation on creativity is one of the most dynamic, profound, and enjoyable
I have ever heard. McNair’s delivery, theatrics, staging, and all-around presentation skills are
nothing short of masterful. His content is unmatched—he knows his stuff from experience. As
somebody who has watched, studied, and coached speakers for years, this man is one of the very
best I have ever witnessed.”
	
Patricia Fripp, Past President, National Speakers Assoc.,
Co-author, Speaking Secrets of the Masters

		

“I am always careful not to overstate things and I am connected to a lot of
creative people. No one I know is more creative than McNair Wilson. I use
him a lot—whenever I can—relating to our Christian Writers Guild speaking,
motivating, coaching. He has spoken many times at my national and regional
conferences, and he has personally coached me. I have used him for our full staff
retreat as well. I recommend him with enthusiasm and without reservation.
He won’t disappoint.”
Jerry B. Jenkins, Author, Speaker

“McNair is a force of nature. He has a passion to help people be all they can be. Engaging and
inspiring, our senior staff was talking about him for weeks. We have had him back year after year.
He’s a pleasure to work with.”
Wendell Burton (For the Executive Staff), Lakewood Church, Houston, Texas
“Since we began to apply McNair Wilson’s creative thinking techniques on a national basis, we
have blown the lid off of our sales! And our customer satisfaction has never been higher. We have
used him year-after-year to train and inspire our executive team and sales staff.”
Marc McBride, CEO, McBride Electric National
“McNair, I watched Mr. Holland’s Opus (you sent me) twice—just as good both times. I am
reminded that success is not measured by the money you make or the awards you accumulate.
Success is measured by the lives you touch. In that regard you, my friend, are the Donald Trump
of a generation of artists and communicators.”
Ken Davis, Speaker, Humorist :: Author, Secrets of Dynamic Communications
Founder, Dynamic Communicator’s Workshops

“In all my years with National Speakers Association, I have never seen anyone
receive a standing ovation as long as the one afforded McNair Wilson at our
San Francisco conference. He moved and inspired an audience of more than
three hundred professional speakers in a way that has not occurred before. He
is a true inspiration.”
	
Gary C. Purece, Past President,
National Speakers Assoc., N. Calif. chapter
“Of all the people I have had the pleasure knowing, McNair is simply the most creative in a wide
array of areas. His brainstorming methods have helped me and coworkers design better products
with more user-friendly interfaces than we could have developed without his methods. He never
fails to challenge us to consider alternatives that would otherwise be unnoticed.”
	
Bill Griffis, Solutions Architect at Front Range Solutions,
IT Leadership at The Navigators
“While some of us vacation in the land of Creativity, McNair has taken up permanent residence
and leads sight-seeing tours through that marvelous, wonderful, and magical place. I can
think of no better guide through brainstorms and the land of unlocked creativity than McNair
Wilson.”
Kurt Birky, Global Brand Director, Compassion International
“McNair is an experienced teacher and performer who uses humor,
creativity, and insights that are bold and just a little bit wacky. He
appeals to all ages—teens, collegians, and professionals. His use of rich
theatrical experiences and techniques makes him a great fit for large
business gatherings. We in the Salvation Army have used him all over
the country at a wide variety of conferences. Best of all, his contagious joy lets everyone know that
to be a Christian is never to be bored or boring.”
Maj. Carl Ruthberg, Conference Center Director, The Salvation Army - USA East
“Great speaker. Great person. Witty and wise.”
Allen Klein, Author, The Healing Power of Humor and other books
President, The Association for Applied and Therapeutic Humor
“I have worked with McNair Wilson in some of the most demanding of creative circumstances.
No one compares with McNair for the grand creative gesture or the sheer g-force of ideas that
come the way of anything to which he gives his attention. He can, and will, do whatever is
necessary without attitude, and yet he is capable of delegating to and engaging even the toughest of
coworkers. The term “renaissance man” is employed all too often, unfortunately, because it ought
to be saved for the rare man like McNair. The years of our varied collaborations and the ongoing
friendship that has ensued is its own highest endorsement.”
Lauralee Farrer, President, Burning Heart Productions
	(Producer, Cyrano de Begerac, presented by Theatre Quest, Directed by McNair
Wilson)

Please, take your seats for the second act.
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i love the smEll of
felt peNs in the morning!
If you don’t like change
you’re going to like
irrelevance even less.

General Eric Shinseki,
Former Chief of Staff,
United States Army

Nobody knows how to brainstorm anymore. Most corporate brainstorming isn’t
brainstorming. Sorry, not even close. Usually what’s going on is playful arguing with
snacks on the table. More than three decades of working in and around immensely
creative organizations has demonstrated this to me time and again. If you actually had
been brainstorming you would have required fewer follow-up meetings to discuss, “What
happened to all those great ideas we came up with?”
If you actually had been brainstorming, you wouldn’t have needed my services as a
consultant—at least not in the same way. What likely happened is you didn’t finish the
work of Creative Thinking. You hatched an idea—but didn’t create a plan to complete that
idea. Or you only hatched a few ideas. I think I know why.

      Nobody knows how to BrAiNsToRm anymore
It’s not your colleagues’ fault—or yours. Nobody knows how to brainstorm because hardly
anybody teaches real-deal, high-octane, change-the-game, and make-your-competitionweep-bitter-tears-style brainstorming.
You know this is true. You learned how to do what you think is brainstorming from
someone who inherited a broken method. If you actually had been brainstorming, your
products would be better—best in class, your services would be the envy of your industry,
your nonprofit would attract volunteers and new donors by the busload.
“But we spent two hours ‘kicking around’ some really good stuff. That’s the way we’ve
always done it. Isn’t that brainstorming?”
In a word, no. Real brainstorming does not involve any actual kicking. Far too often,
“the way we’ve always done it” is the wrong way: the least productive and the most
frustrating. It is certainly not the most powerful way—you can tell that by your mediocre,
ordinary, predictable results.
The good news is you and your team can learn powerful brainstorming that
works—every time. Plus, there’s an added benefit. As it turns out, real brainstorming is a
kick in the pants to do! Imagine having fun and being productive—all at the same time.
Done right, brainstorming produces amazing results because ... we are smarter than me!
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THIS IS NOT A BOOK ON “HOW
TO DESIGN THEME PARKS.” But if that’s
your business, this is your book. HATCH!
will show you how to use the high-powered,
imaginative brainstorming methods used by
Disney Imagineers (theme-park designers)
to create, plan, and develop new products,
services, marketing strategies, or facilities
for any organization. (Even for budgets that
fit on a Post-It note.) Time to stop arguing
and start creating. Former Disney Imagineer
C. McNair Wilson’s 7 Agreements of
Brainstorming™ will assist any team in
designing, creating, changing, and launching
any project.
HATCH! does not tell you what to
think, but how to create MORE ideas and
WILDER ideas quickly. Stop trying to figure
out the “right” idea or the “perfect” plan.
They don’t exist.
Whatever is “next” for your
organization, why not make sure it’s also
BEST?

What’s the Big Deal About Creativity?
Our organization isn’t really all that creative. We’re doing fine.
“Fine? Really?” If I asked you, I’ll bet you could tell me the names of the “creative
people” in your organization. What if everyone in the company directory was actively
creative and working to improve and enhance every part of your operation? And what
if your entire team knew that you expected them to make a contribution to the ongoing
creativity of your brand and the daily life of coworkers? If they knew that you thought
their input was significant, because you believed in their creativity, would that make
any difference at all? Creativity and a workplace that fosters, encourages, and rewards
creativity are all standard operating procedure at the world’s most successful organizations.
Who are they? You know. A few are mentioned on the next page. Regularly
convened brainstorming sessions will foster a creative working environment and creative
organization.
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Contribution & Significance
CEOs, directors, managers, and even VPs, take heart. True brainstorming contributes to a
workplace in which team members discover their individual value and find significance—
because they are each making a contribution to an enterprise larger than themselves. Any
organization will benefit from that kind of heightened, authentic, self-confidence.
People working at the top of their intelligence will affect the bottom line.
When people see their coworkers jumping in with creative thinking—and enthusiasm—they will start believing in each other more and more. In such an environment they
will begin bouncing ideas off of each other on a regular basis (no kicking required). Soon,
brainstorming spills into the halls and tumbles into every office, cubicle, conference, and
break room. You will discover actual brainstorming popping up in conversation at local
cafés and coffee lounges. Even in casual, after-work gatherings. That’s a happy hour.

Who Knew?
Does anyone really know how to do brainstorming that works?
Nissan Design knows. It’s how they developed a parking garage full of hot cars
(and other award-winning products) at their industry-leading design centers in La Jolla,
California, and Farmington Hills, Michigan.
Apple Computer knows. That’s why they stamp the words Designed by Apple in
California on a line of iconic consumer devices that streams from the first-generation iPod
to the miraculous Macintosh Operating System to the powerful MacBook Pro, iPhone,
and the blazingly fast and elegant iPad. And you can be certain they’re still creating at
Apple HQ in Cupertino.

And ...
For ten years I worked at another outfit that knows real brainstorming—where creative
thinking is like playing great jazz. They go by the name of their founder, Disney, and
they create the way most people breathe. I know because I was a Disney Imagineer, and
later a consultant for several more years with all Disney divisions. Disney Imagineering is
where all new Disney theme parks and resorts are dreamt, doodled, designed, developed,
delineated, and dispatched. I was fortunate to be part of concept and design teams that
hatched a handful of new Disney theme parks, two resort entertainment complexes, a
pair of highly themed water parks, the interior theming for a major Disney hotel, and
more new attractions than you can shake an E Ticket* at. This mental midwifery was at
once challenging, frustrating, daunting, and endlessly rewarding. I always say thinking up
theme parks is:

“The hardest fun I’ve ever done.”
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*E TICKET was for the big rides in
Disney parks—and most Expensive
to create. From 1955, Disneyland
and Walt Disney World’s Magic
Kingdom (1971) guests received
ticket books with A to E “coupons.”
The biggest, newest, most popular
attractions—Pirates, Matterhorn,
etc.—were “E Tickets.” An “A”
ticket got you a ride down Main
Street in a horse-drawn streetcar.
More tickets could be purchased
as needed. Many California
families have a few A, B, and C tickets in a drawer somewhere, but few unused E tickets
exist, anywhere. Some thirty years after their demise (1982) you still hear E Ticket in pop
songs, speeches, and conversation to mean the BEST. “It’s an E Ticket.” Astronaut Sally Ride
(first American woman in space, in 1983) on her first trip on the space shuttle, Challenger,
said, “This is definitely an E Ticket!”
c

Early in my time at Imagineering, they noticed that when I put together a team to
think up a new theme park or attraction, we got to lots of ideas, big ideas, and we got there
quickly—all with brainstorming.
My brainstorming techniques were assembled by Max Miller and me beginning during
our pre-Imagineering years at SAK Theatre. We stirred in a few secrets from our background
in theatre (especially improv and storytelling). I had been reading and hearing about
Walt Disney’s methods since I was a young boy—and using them all along for school and
church projects. Once I was at Imagineering I gained insights from my many conversations
with Disney long-timers. Along the way I folded newly devised exercises we developed
to keep things moving positively and productively with the wildly creative and playful
minds at Imagineering. Soon, Disney University came knocking and I began teaching my
brainstorming methods to Disney management in all divisions—even legal.
Please, I am not saying I invented brainstorming. Far from it. I just encouraged my
teams to draw on their childhood playfulness and not their adult “who’s-the-smartestperson-in-the-room-ness.” I encouraged them to return to brainstorming the way Walt and
his Dinosaurs of design did in the first golden age of Disney—from Snow White (1937)
to Disney World (1971). I also taught my teams the brainstorming methods I found to be
the most effective (productive and enjoyable) during a decade with my SAK Theatre Co.
prior to joining Disney as a full-time Imagineer.
At SAK and Imagineering, we weren’t just playing around to amuse ourselves; we
were creating places and events for our guests to pay-to-play. Behind all those remarkable
theme parks stands a big, fat, media conglomerate that is in business to make a profit (and

shareholders who hold them to it). If Disney doesn’t watch the bottom line, the bottom
drops out and there are no more pirates to “yo ho” in the Magic Kingdom—or on the big
screen.
c a
 secretagenda At the heart of my teaching this brainstorming
process is a desire to form teams of individuals, while always valuing,
respecting, and taking full advantage of each person’s creative spirit
and individuality. Disney management liked that bonus benefit that I
was assisting individuals in my other presentation, Recapturing Your
Creative Spirit®. I was invited to add that additional presentation
to my Disney University classes. I continued to consult and facilitate
brainstorming sessions throughout the Disney organization for many
years after I moved on from Disney Imagineering into private consulting.

That may work at Disney—BUT I’m not creative!
It won’t surprise me if you think you’re not creative enough to brainstorm. As
energized as the entire Disney organization was, a surprising number of management mice
in my Disney U workshops said, “I can’t do this. I’m not creative.”
I’ll tell you what I told them: “You’re wrong.”
I am convinced that everyone is born with a built-in creative spirit. I believe creative
thinking is the “Maker’s Mark”—the image of our Creator. It is what compels every child
on earth to sing, dance, draw, paint, make up stories, and raid closets for old hats, big coats,
fancy scarves, and ugly neckties. It is that same Creator spirit that finds you driving home
down a street you have never driven before, just to see what’s there. We call it a shortcut,
even when it’s not a bit shorter. It is your factory-installed creative spirit at work when you
rearrange furniture in your office or family room to function more effectively, or when you
just try something different to get a fresh perspective: Your desk facing the window not the
door. All those are expressions of your creative spirit. You use it every day.
Not only does the corporate world brainstorm poorly, we rarely do it at all. We have
accepted the lie that brainstorming can only be done by “creatives”—whatever that is.
Thus, most people don’t do it at all. “Creativity? Not this department. That’s on the first
floor, in the back corner.”
Even when everything is “fine” I say brainstorm, HATCH! That old saying, “If it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it,” is for people who are satisfied with life, work, and business as usual.
Many of my clients bring me in and say, “We’re doing real good. Nothing’s broken. What
are we missing?”
To which I say, “Let’s brainstorm to see how we might make what’s already good,
astonishing, fantastic.”
I believe in brainstorming even in the best of times. If it’s worth doing (your business),
it is worth doing well. This is not about moving from “good-to-great” but beyond great.
Successful organizations are constantly asking, “What’s next?”
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Anyone can brainstorm—even you! No matter what product you want to invent
or improve, what service you need to make superior to your competition, what ministry
endeavor you want to enrich, the keys to brainstorming in this book will work for you.
I guarantee it. Since leaving Disney Imagineering, I have taught this process and used it
successfully with everyone from junior-high kids to attorneys, NASA engineers, educators,
accountants, restauranteurs, not-for-profits, major film studios, ministry professionals, and
in facilities so Top Secret, I had to have an escort to get to the men’s room—really. This
stuff works every time—even in countries beyond North America. I keep felt pens and my
Creative Thinking hat permanently packed in my suitcase.

Can you recommend a good book on brainstorming?
People have been asking me this for years. I’ve always squinted, scratched my head, and
said, “Um … not really.” Eventually it occurred to me that if I couldn’t recommend such
a book, I should write it.
HATCH! (fanfare) is the quest for the huge, the best, the impossible, the neverbefore-on-this-planet, in businesses and nonprofits, small and large, local, multi-national
… and even families. What you hold in your hands, my friend, is a straight-forward,
practical “Playbook for Productivity”—a field guide to creativity as a team effort. I have
used the techniques in this book at Disney and with a menagerie of clients with whom I
have conferred, coached, coaxed, and cajoled in my pre-and post-mouse years. You will
even learn how to make a reality of ideas you can’t possibly afford. (“But we have such big
ideas and such a tiny budget.” Great!)
you to tap into your own original, playful, creative
Creativity: spirit.I’mI’masking
not asking you to act like a big kid—more like a kid with
It’s not some miles on your dials; a kid with lots of lessons learned, stories
just for the to tell, travels taken, trials, errors, loves, and loves lost—dreams
and dashed. When it comes to creating new value, I want
“creative” dreamt
you to be an experienced child, a professional third grader. The
anymore . question is not, “Do you have an imagination?” (Everyone does!)
The question is, “Do you use your imagination, your natural sense
of wonder and curiosity, to make a difference?” Your sense of wonder is one of the best tools
you have: Wonder what it would be like if we …

DOODLES, IMAGINAT!ON, DAYDREAMS
When I first arrived at Walt Disney Imagineering, I was surprised to find that even
there, what they called brainstorming, often wasn’t. Instead there were playful, nonlinear, daylong chat fests, with endless snacks. It was more like “creative dodge ball.”
The objective in these pages is to assist you to learn a more positive and infinitely more
productive way to brainstorm. I call it, simply: The 7 Agreements of Brainstorming. This
can spark productivity and expand communications throughout your organization—not
just in brainstorming.

Don’t get me wrong. From day one, Imagineering was the most creatively alive place
I have ever worked. The talent pool was overflowing! When there weren’t enough ideas
we would generate another wall-full. “Let’s fill that wall before lunch.” Then (starting with
the smallest wall) we’d think, chatter, and dream ’til the Chinese chicken salad arrived.
After lunch, a bigger wall.
The difference is, at Imagineering we were given lots of time to dream. That allowed
for our friendly “brainstorming brawls” to erupt, die down, and gurgle along toward an
eventual answer. Given enough time, we knew we could come up with a critical mass of
ideas, sort through our pile to assemble a solution.
I suspect you seldom have the luxury of time. Chances are you need to land on
the best ideas your team can dream up in one morning or a few days (max)—and start
implementing them yesterday. If you’re lucky, maybe you can work on generating ideas
Thursday and Friday and take the weekend to ruminate on them before you have to begin
making them a reality come Monday.
Whatever your time frame, I am confident The 7 Agreements of Brainstorming will
accelerate what you need to accomplish—and you will enjoy doing it. Who could demand
more than that?
c Y
 ourSHOWofSHOWS The indefatigable
comic actor Sid Caesar pioneered
television sketch comedy in the 1950s.
He performed ninety minutes LIVE
every Saturday night on Your Show of
Shows. Network “suits” demanded
Sid & Co. submit scripts by Thursday.
Scripts were rarely ready. The suits
pushed. Sid shot back, saying, “Do
you want it Thursday or do you want it
good?” In brainstorming, I want your
team’s work to be “good” rather than “Thursday.” With the creative
thinking tools in HATCH I believe you can be both good and Thursday.

Stop Arguing and Start Creating!
My recipe for creative problem solving—The 7 Agreements of Brainstorming—is
designed first to create hundreds, even thousands of ideas, quickly, playfully, and without
the impediment of constant analysis, needless arguing, executive decree, and judgment by
others (and you). In the initial stages, no idea will be criticized or rejected (there will be a
time for Critical Thinking, later—Agreement No. 7.) And no third-graders will be harmed
in this process.
Powerful brainstorming teams really do “play well with others.” That requires some
ground rules, a set of clear and doable agreements. If you use all seven agreements in The
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7 Agreements of Brainstorming you will find that your brainstorming becomes a highoctane, turbocharged creative vehicle. (If you use only two or three agreements, your
creative engine might start, but it will never fire on all cylinders.)
These 7 (simple) Agreements will help your team dream up more ideas than you can
implement—and then assist your team in mining that mountain of dreams to craft the
“best ideas” (solution) into a great product, experience, or service.
If your team will agree to play by these seven rules, I believe you will set a new standard
of productivity and teamwork for your organization.
WARNING: Once your team embraces this process, it is likely to spill out of the
brainstorming “sandbox,” and tumble down the halls into every area of your organization
until it becomes the way you work together and communicate every day.
(Cure for the common cold sold separately.)
Onward & upward,

C. McNair Wilson
In a café somewhere, writing and doodling the next books.
(There will be three books in this series. One book has “Gravy” in the title.)

Grab your matches
and felt pens ...

